
 

 











100 Square
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70

71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80

81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90

91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100



Counting in 2s
Cut out the numbers in the dashed boxes and stick them in the correct order.

2

16

30

4 14 18 6 12 22

26 8 10 28 24 20



‘ow’ Spelling Activity
1. Trace over ‘ow’

2. Just add ‘ow’

3. Write the correct ‘ow’ words under the pictures.

c_ _ h_ _ t_ _n cl__ nbr_ _n

_ _ l g_ _n n_ _ d_ _n

ow  ow   ow  ow  ow  ow

ow  ow   ow  ow  ow  ow
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Shakers

What you need
list 1

Any of the following
* Old pencil cases

* pot with lid
* Bottle with lid
* An envelope

* Puff ball
* Glove

What you need 
list 2
* bells

* uncooked rice / pasta
* bubble wrap
* carrier bag
* squeakers

To make
* Add any from list 2 into any 

from list 1

So many sensory aspects 
to making shakers and they 
don’t have to be expensive 
ones!

Auditory
Great for adding auditory input to you day 
without needing to play songs, TV programmes 
or the radio. It’s something that can be explored 
independently too.

Visual
Depending on what you use to create your 
shaker it can be of real interest to some people 
with visual seeking characteristics - multi colours, 
shiney surfaces, complex patterns.

Tactile & Proprioception
Add something that is textured or bubble wrap 
to squeeze & pop. Rice & pasta adds weight to it 
aswell which can help with body awareness.

Why not have a set of 
different sounds using bells, 
rice & crinkles.
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Equipment 

Egg shell 

Egg box or egg cup 

Pens and/or other craft items to decorate 

Seeds- cress, or grass, seeds work well as 

they are fast growing. 

Cotton wool 

 

Activity 

Next time you use an egg for cooking, or 

eating, instead of throwing the shell away use it 

to plant seeds inside. 

You will need to wash and dry your empty 

eggshell. You can keep it in the egg box or use 

an egg cup as a holder to stop it falling over. 

The next step is to decorate your eggshell with 

a face. Maybe draw the face of someone you 

know, or a famous person. 

Wet some cotton wool and place it inside the 

eggshell. 

Sprinkle over your seeds all over the cotton 

wool. 

Leave to grow. Make sure your cotton wool 

stays damp. 

Your egg face will soon have a head of cress 

hair!  

Extension 

Discuss what plants need to grow and survive. 

Look at other types of seeds.   

 

To insert a picture to the left – right click and 

‘insert picture’ or drag and drop.  

 

It will be the wrong size and layout. Do two 

things: 

- Resize by double clicking the picture to 

5.65mm high and 8.43mm wide using 

the picture tab. (for a standard 6x4 

landscape picture) 

 

 

Eggy Cress Heads 

A fun and simple way to introduce the concept of 

growing food at home. 

 

5-9 

As a health and wellbeing activity 

this is a great place to begin growing 

food. Plants like cress grow quickly 

from seed; and the process from 

planting to harvesting can take less 

than a week. 

 

The activity can support scientific 

outcomes in plant science and the 

opportunity to change variables 

builds general scientific enquiry 

skills. 

 

The activity can be done with similar 

effects using the foot of an old pair 

of tights filled with soil and grass 

seed for a ‘grass head.’ How many 

other seeds can be grown into living 

hairdo’s? Play around! 

 
 

 

Biodiversity & 

Interdependence 


